Premature mortality in lung cancer as an indicator of effectiveness of tobacco use prevention in a gender perspective--a comparison between Poland and Sweden.
This contribution presents a comparative analysis of the probability of premature overall deaths and lung cancer mortality for men and women between one Nordic country--Sweden--and one country in transition in central Europe, namely Poland. Furthermore the study compares the pattern of smoking prevalence for both sexes in the two countries. Male lung cancer mortality is constant in Sweden during the last two decades, which is completely contrary to the trend in Poland with a long period of increase followed by a slow decrease during the last years. Lung cancer mortality for women in both countries is on a continuous increase and the rate is exactly the same. The premature mortality in lung cancer in Sweden in the age group of 20-44 years now is higher for women than for men. Swedish men have reduced their smoking habit strongly and far more than Polish men (17 respectively 42% 1999). The male use of moist snuff in Sweden is taken into consideration when discussing the low rate of lung cancer in Sweden. Concerning the pattern of tobacco use it is obvious that Swedish and Polish women during the last decades have had the same and slowly decreasing smoking prevalence (21 respectively 23% 1999). The conclusion is that the best way to control the lung cancer epidemic is to reduce smoking prevalence in the population. Lung cancer mortality in younger and middle aged groups is a good indicator of the success in tobacco control in a country as well for women as for men, especially in the middle age groups.